Quick Connectors for cooling lines

Thanks to their great adaptability to either plastic pipes or rubber hoses, ARaymond™ Quick Connectors are widely used for all cooling lines for thermic, electric or hybrid engines.

- Lower thermal conductivity than metal
- Various coolant fluids compatibility (glycol, oil, dielectric fluid, …)
- Possible integrated functions

ARaymond™ Fluid Connection solutions for Automotive
QUICK CONNECTORS
FOR TRANSMISSION & ENGINE OIL COOLING

The light and compact alternative to metal.

- Various connection profiles compatible with rubber hoses and PA pipes
- High temperature and pressure resistance
- Possible reinforcement with metal inserts for severe conditions

VDA QUICK CONNECTORS
FOR ENGINE & BATTERY COOLING

Our large range of VDA compliant Quick Connectors offering diameters from NW6 to NW32 is used by most of the OEMs.

- Robust and compact design
- Specific diameter or design on request (angle, hose connection, head range…)
- Anti rotation system available in multiple positions

Discover our on-line catalog:
www.connecting.araymond-automotive.com